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Man Arrested
For Prowling
A prowler at two different SJS
women’s dwellings was arrested by
San Jose Police on charges of burglary and assault with intent to
commit rape early Friday morning,
according to official San Jose Police records.
The first report of a prowler
same from a coed in a house on S.
Fourth St. at 2:50 a.m. The second
report to police came from the
Catholic Women’s Center, 195 E.
San Fernando St. at 3:02 a.m.
Friday.
CAR CHASE
While responding to the second
call, San Jose Police officers attempted to stop a ear driving without its lights. After a chase of
several blocks, the police forcefully stopped the car.
The car’s driver was taken back
to the Catholic Women’s Center
where he was identified positively
as the prowler by one of the students in the center according to
police.
Arrested and charged with two
counts of burglary and one count
of assault with intent to commit
rape was Don Arden Rascon, 21,
1863 Potrero, San Jose. According
to an official at County Jail Rascon is now in custody.

Photo by Jun Lewis

PARTICIPATION TROPHYGary Vannotter, left, president of
Lambda Chi Alpha, receives the Prop 2 participation trophy
from Inter-Fraternity Council (IC) President Jim Niven. The
trophy, sponsored by the Student Organization for Prop. 2, was
awarded to the living center with the highest percentage of participants in the drive to pass out pamphlets in favor of the proposition. Lambda Chi Alpha had 100 per cent of its members participating. It was reported that of the 300 people helping in the
drive, more than 90 per cent were Greeks.

’No Literature Formula,’
Says Visiting Professor
By ARLENE MORGAN
Literature is one of the least
"fixed" subjects for a teacher to
present to a class. This opinion was
expressed by Dr. Franklin B..
Rogers, visiting professor of Englis hat SJS this year.
One half of literature. Rogers
explained, is what the reader
brings to the book. Each succeeding generation, and each person

ENTERS HOUSE
The perpetrator of the crimes
first broke into a house on S.
Fourth St. by ripping a screen
door. He later left without taking
anything. One of the coeds, according to police reports, saw him leave
and reported the burglar to the
police.
The perpetrator next entered the
Catholic Women’s Center through
an open window. He wandered
from room to room of sleeping
coeds according to police records.
He then stopped at the bed of
one of the coeds. He clasped her
mouth but she managed to scream
and the perpetrator fled.
DR. I RANKLIN ROGERS
The police responded to the call
. . . visiting professor
and brought Rascon, after the car
chase, and he was identified as the within that generation, brings
prowler aceinting to police reports. something new to literature.
"This makes it a constant challenge to the teacher," Rogers said,
"and I continually learn from my
classes. There is no single formula
for interpreting any piece of literature."
Dr. Rogers is a graduate of the
Eight fraternities and sororities
will perform in the 13th annual University of California at BerkeGreek Show Saturday, Dec. 5, in ley and taught at University of
California at Davis last year. Prior
the San Jose Civic Auditorium,
Greek Show will include acts by to that he was at the University
Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Zeta, of Wisconsin. lie finds students as
Delta Gamma and Chi Omega intellectually alive as any others
sororities. Fraternity entrants in- he has met.
English classes in California, acclude Alpha Tau Omega, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa and
Sigma Alpha Mu.
Shirley and Lee, a rock and roll
group, will also be featured.
Organized and financed by Theta
Chi fraternity, Greek show is open
to the public. Proceeds from the
The creator of "Peanuts," carshow will be donated to the Santa
Clara Crippled Children’s Society, toonist Charles M. Schulz, canaccording to Randy Barirck, Greek celled his scheduled speech at SJS
Friday due to a sudden illness.
Show chairman.
Dr. Frank G. Willey, acting
chairman of the College Lecture
Committee, explained the sudden
Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic cancellation in a telephone interhonorary fraternity, starts passing view with Spartan Daily Friday.
out IBM cards today for the pur- "I got a call late Thursday night
pose of making a new "Tower that Schulz was suddenly taken
ill," said Dr. Willey.
List."
Schulz may reschedule his apThe cants will be passed out in
classrooms today and are avail- pearance for is later date, but no
able in booths today and the rest definite plans have been ma(le,
;’cording to 1)1.. Willey.
of the week.

Greeks To Display
Talent for Charity

Schulz Taken III,
Speech Cancelled

’Tower List’

cording to Dr. Rogers, are generally of a higher caliber than those
in states where freshman English
is a weeding out process. In California it is assumed that the student has mastered the fundamentals before he is admitted to English classes.
TWAIN AUTHORITY
Dr. Rogers’ hobbies include playing the piano, the dulcimer, a
unique stringed instrument, and
cabinet making. His chief interest,
however, is in literature research,
particularly as it reflects late 19th
century American culture.
He is working on his fifth book
about Mark Twain. This interest
has led him to serve on the Editorial Board at UC for a 13-volume
series of Mark Twain papers, and
on the editorial staff for a definitive edition of Mark Twain to be
published by Harper Row.
The latter study is the first literary project to be sponsored by
the federal government. It is hoped
that the study may demonstrate its
worth sufficiently to warrant further governmental support in literature.
Di’. Rogers lives in San Jose with
his wife and 5-year-old son, who
shows signs of a developing wit to
match his father’s, Following the
recent observance of Fire Prevention Week, the youngster wondered
how long before we had "Police
Prevention" Week.
SJS CONGENIAL
The Rogers’ like many things
about the San Jose area and his
chief difficulty was choosing the
most attractive aspects. Among
them were the climate, the congeniality of both students and faculty at SJS, the convenience to
major library resources, and the
proximity to varied natural recreation.
Rogers describes himself as a research scholar. "I like research for
two reason," he said. "First, hecause I find it enjoyable; second,
because I think one gets greater
interest In a class If you can reflect new ideas through research,
by presenting hypotheses to be
tested. This common adventure in
the classroom is one of the most
exciting experiences in teaching."

Memorial Mass
A memorial Mass will be read
for the late President John Fitzgerald Kennedy today at 11:45
a.m, in the Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth and San Fernando
Streets.
The mass is being sponsored by
Newman (lub. JFK was assassinated one year ago yesterday in

Twu or three delegates are expected to be named by Student
Council tomorrow night to a national ASB convention at University of Oklahoma this week.
Before council can decide whom
to send, however, the Financial
Advisory Board FAB) must examine the entire proposal at its
meeting this afternoon.
FAB will scrutinize the trip’s
estimated $475-675 cost and recommend how many delegates
should go, if any.
Council’s decision to send "two
or three" delegates to the Associated Student Governments of
America (ASGA) convention during Thanksgiving was made last
Wednesday.
Representatives left up to FAB
to decide whether two or three
delegates should attend and exactly how much the trip will cost.
Marty Stenrud, junior representative, originally estimated the
cost at $200 for each delegate’s
round-trip plane ticket plus SJS’
$75 convention fee.
Jack Perkins, ASB treasurer,
said Friday that "this is a good
chunk of money, so FAB will want
to hear evidence the convention
will be worthwhile."
He indicated, however, that
FAB’s approval is likely.
If FAB for some reason turns
down the trip, council can override It with a two-thirds majority
vote and send the delegates anyway.
Bob Pisan,
ASB president,
probably will be one of the delegates to the convention.
Pisano said Friday that it is
the president’s constitutional duty
to attend such student government
conferences.
The council’s meeting tomorrow
night replaces the original
Wednesday meeting. Time was
hanged because many delegates
indicated they could not attend
Wednesday.

Nine Bay Area
Military Facilities
Get Economic Axe
Only nine Bay Area military Installations have been affected by
the Defense Department’s nationwide move to close or merge 95
U.S. bases.
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara has stated that the cutback will save the country un
million a year in defense expenditures.
The San Francisco Naval Shipyard will merge with the Mare Island Shipyard in Vallejo, the combination to be known as the Bay
Area Navy Yard.
A total of 320 acres in Forts
Baker, Barry and Cronkhite, from
the Golden Gate Bridge north to
Bonita Cove, will be declared excess;and turned over to the General Services Administration by
April of 1965.
The Mill Valley Air Force Station, the bubbleshaped radar dome
on Mount Tamaipais, will be inactivated and reported to the GSA
by July, 1967.
The only other installations to
be affected in the Bay Area indude- Camp Parks, near Pleasanton, which will be declared excess, and the 3123rd Air Force
Logistical Control Group, Pacific,
at the Oakland Army Terminal,
which will be discontinued.

BBC News Editor
Views Propaganda
Propaganda and its effects in the , in 1917, Osers studied in London
Soviet -British phase of the "cold and earned his B.A. degree in Russtudies. He has
war" will be discussed by Ewald sian and Slavonic
lived in England since 1938, and
Osers, analyst, news editor and has been employed by the BBC
producer for the British Broad- since 1939, mainly on analysis and
casting Corporation (BBC), tomor- processing of incoming foreign
news and propaganda broadcasts.
row at 1:30 p.m.
Osers has translated 20 books
Osers’ speech Is being sponsored
into Engby the College Lecture Committee, from Czech and German
the Journalism and Advertising lish since 1945.
Department and the ASB.
"Characteristics of the BBC foreign and British audiences and the
effects of programs on Soviet

EWALD OSERS
... BBC translator, newsman
listeners and others," will be considered by Osers, according to Dr.
Frank G. Willey, acting chairman
of the College Lecture Committee.
Osers will also "attempt some
comparisons between British and
U.S. broadcasting policies and techniques in the fields of foreign news
and propaganda," said Dr. Willey.
Born in Prague, Czechoslovakia,

Trio in Court,
Plead Guilty
To ’Mischief’
The three University of Pacific
students who were arrested Oct.
22 for painting up the SJS campus
pleaded guilty to charges of malicious mischief and received susended sentences in Municipal
c’ourt Friday afternoon.
The three students are: Robert
Leland Fisher, 21, of Sonora; Jon
Leonard Ellefson, 20, of Turlock,
ind Clive Sharrocks, 18, of Sestopol.
The three UOP students made
a $180 restitution, for damages
to SJS property; $60 each. Their
lawyer, William F. Brown, asked
that charges against them be
dropped.
Brown stated that because of
the rivalry between SJS and
UOP, the approaching football
game between the two schools and
the restitution made, the charges
should be dropped. His motion
was denied.
Judge John P. Dempsey, after
hearing Brown suspended the
sentences of the three students.

Art Major Receives $25
For New Daily Nameplate
John Cresci, graduate art major, created the winning design
for the Spartan Daily nameplate
contest. Cresci receives $25 for
his award winning entry.
Entries were judged by Ernest
Nilsen, San Jose Mercury art director, Jack Wilson, free-lance
commercial artist; Dr. Dwight
Bentel, head of the Journalism
and Advertising Department and
Charles V. Kappen, professor of
,iournalism and Spartan Daily senior adviser.
Contest plans did not include
awards for second place and honorable mentions. The judges decided to award Yoshitaka Hasegawa, art major a second place

prize Of $10 due to the "excellence
of his work."
Honorable mentions are Barbara McDonald, Karen J. Allen,
Carolyn Jean Murri, Gary Nichemin and Alan J. Granby.
Judges chose Cresci’s design
above the others for several reasons. They termed the entry "most
In keeping with the concept of
Sparta." Also, the composition
was such that it would reproduce
well in all sizes. It is considered
the most original of the entries,
not based on the existing nameplate.
A photo of the winning and second place design will be run in
Tuesday’s Spartan Daily.

W. C. Fields’ Life
Presented in Film
"The Rank Dick" is the main
feature in this week’s classic film
series Wednesday at 3:30 and 7
p.m. In TH55, according to Rollin
E Buckman, audio-visual service
center coordinator.
The movie is the story of W. C.
Fields life.
Showing with "The Bank Dick"
is a "Day in the Country," sketches of Renoir, French artist.
Admission is free.

by Carolyn Kinet

JOHN CRESCI, graduate art student, accepts a $25 check from
William Watson, Spartan Daily editor. Cresci was awarded the
prize for submitting the winning entry in the competition to
design a new nameplate for the Daily.

Improved Outlook
In Latin America
By PHIL N1.WS051
171,1 Foreign NiW% Analyst
With plenty of bad news
throughout the world to worry
about, an Alliance for Progress
report of a brighter picture in
Latin America is one to be
cherished.
The improved outlook is reported both by the Inter-American Committee, which coordinates and sets policy for the
Alliance, and by U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State Thomas C.
Mann, who reports on Alliance
affairs directly to President
Johnson.
Especially encouraging was a
notation that nations which in
the past had shown more interest in U.S. handouts than in reform, were themselves attacking
economic and social problems
with greater vigor.
PEACEFUL TRANSFER
Mann’s report also found
noteworthy the peaceful transfer of power in free elections
in Venezuela and Chile, the economic and social programs being
instituted by Brazil’s revolutionary regime and the decision
of the United States and Panama to settle their differences
at the conference table.
Contributing also to amiable
relations within the hemisphere
was this year’s settlement of a
border dispute between the
United States and Mexico.
The Mann report also noted
a greater tendency among Latin
American nations toward self
help.
LOANS DOUBLED
As result of this and other
improvements, loans for Alliance projects have been granted
at a rate more than double that
of 1963 in which commitments
totaled about $400 million.
All this, of course, does not
indicate that Latin America is
getting out of the social and
economic woods or even is
close to it.
The United States has cut off
aid to Bolivia until the revolutionary regime there proves it
Is interested in a return to
democra tic government.
FIVE-YEAR PLAN
Chile hopes to double her income from exports in the next
five years, hut in the meantime
has no foreign exchange with
which to carry out her development program.
A complication of Argentina’s
problem is continuing political
unrest, stirred by recurring reports that its ousted former
dictator, Juan D. Peron, intends
to return home. Peronism still
is a very live force in Argentina.
Largest of all and with problems correspondingly large Is
Brazil.
Continuing inflation saw Brazil’s cost of living nearly double
between September, 1963, and
September, 1964. Supporters of
the new regime, however, say it
would have been even worse if
It had not been for the overIi "is ,;f
Joao Goulart

M50M,Offifflffifflffiffi
SEE!
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE
by l’eter Shaffer
A San lose Theater Guild Production
Nov. 27, 28 and Dec. 4, 5, & 11, 12
at 8:30 P.M.
Montgomery TheatreCivic Auditorium
Tickets: $2.00, $1.50 & $1.00
Tickets are on sale at Banner Play
Bureau, 522 S. Bascom, PHONE:
293-8548 or at the theatre box office
at 7:30 on performance nights. Reserve your seats now for this exciting
modern drama!
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TELEPHONE
ANSWERING
SERVICE

By

WESTERN UNION
Many Years’ Experience
Telephone Answering
24 -hour service
365 Days a Year
Low Rates, Reliable
Confidential Service
Coll now for rates
and information ...

294-3884
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THE HUNT IS OVER!

Materials Science Department
Possesses ’Exotic Equipment

2SPARTAN DAILY
nm(lay Nov. 23, 1961.

*AFTER

YOU, GENTLEMEN.’

By DAVID VINCENT
When does $750,000 worth of
equipment depend on nothing?
When that "nothing" is a high
vacuum, that’s when. For the
Materials Science Department
of SJS’ Engineering Division
has many pieces of equipment,
such as the electron microscope,
the X-ray diffraction and emission spectograph, field -ion microscope, and versatile testing
machine, apparatus worth about
$70,000 each.
These would be next to useless
without the use of a vacuum to
prevent scattering of the rays
or prevent variables in the test pieces.
DIVERSITY
Described by Assistant Professor William D. Donnelly as
a ’’diversity of equipment for
materials science as complete
as any school in the U.S.," the
laboratories can test and photo11.11 the structure of all sol-

het I ler niet,t1,, plastics, or
It
ceramics.
Also, Donnelly claimed that
SJS is one of only six West
Coast colleges and universities
offering a master’s program in
materials science, all scheduled
in the late afternoon or evening
to allow industrial personnel to
attend,
The electron microscope,
which shoots electrons through
solid materials, shows and defects in the atomic structure of
this object.
One of the less expensive
pieces is the ultra-high vacuum
field -ion microscope, which actually has better resolution
(magnifying power) than the
electron microscope, but is limited in purposes. It also studies
the way materials form crystals as they condense from a
vapor.
ELECTRON PROBE
Another piece of scientific

Thrust and Parry
Student Questions
Campus Consensus
Editor:
Hopefully, the opinions on the
U.C. demonstrations presented
in the Question Man Nov. 17
were not those of the majority
of SJS students. It is unfortunate that many people do not
seem to know cr care about
what is happening in Berkeley.
Surely when 196 graduate students, among others, stake their
entire academic careers on the
issues involved, they are not
"demonstrating just to be demonstrating." It is too bad when
people interested in seeing basic
American freedoms protected are
branded as radicals, rebels, beatniks or communists.
How the U.C. administration
can be justified in taking away
liberties which the students have
enjoyed for years is difficult to
see. The university cannot logically ban one type of political activity (the students’), while it
continues to suspend classes periodically for "university meetings" featuring various political
speakers of the university’s
choosing. Perhaps this duality is
really a reflection of University
President Clark Kerr’s published
opinion of the university as
merely a "knowledge factory,"
turning out a product which will
meet the needs of society.
If the university were actually
allowed to suspend this one freedom without protest, who knows
what it might do next in its effort to mold student opinion to
that of a society which after all
might not be the "best of all possible societies."
Gretchen A. Hill
A7892

Recent Record Ad
’Insulting’ to Students
Editor:
The students of San Jose State
were insulted by the ad in the
Nov. 16 issue of the Spartan
Daily by the House of Records.
The ad has used one of the
college’s more serious aspects,
the receipt of blue cards, to appeal to our pocketbooks. Offering rewards for good grades
went out with junior high school;
offering rewards for had grades
and "stupidity" not only is an
insult to our intelligence as
college students, but contributes
to the atmosphere of unintellectuality for which State already
has a reputation. Must we be
forced to read advertisements
which are at best in poor taste,
and which degrade the idea of

learning? For what reason, may
I ask, are we here?
Cathy Hatt
A388

Ad Staff Members
Present Defense
As Promotion Manager of the
Spartan Daily, I would like to
make some observations in regard to the Thrust and Parry
letter of Nov. 19.
First, let me state that although I know the story behind
our so-called lopsided ad-editorial ratio, it is not my position
to give figures and point fingers.
Instead, I would like to discuss
the position of the staff members.
The staff members do not
"throw parties with the extra
money." The money is not
"pooled and divided up amongst
the Daily members."
Staff members see no money.
Students who work on staff
spend a minimum of 25 hours
and as much as 35 hours per
week working for the Daily.
For their time they do not receive any salaryas do newspaper staff members at Cal and
Stanford. Instead they earn
three units of credit in their
major.
How many students at SJS
can say they put in 35 hours a
week for a three-unit class?
Not only do students spend
some of their morning and the
whole afternoon on staff, they
are further required to proofread at night about once a week
at Globe Printing Co., where the
Daily is printed.
It’s no picnic to be on staff.
Students have deadlines to meet.
They must concentrate on their
workthis is no "paper-doll"
job. They’re always under pressure and never completely free
from the call of additional work.
I do not condemn the authors
of the letter. Although the letter
is a badly misdirected one and
one with unfounded accusations,
it is a justified attempt at criticism. Staff members welcome
criticism. But, let’s get the
facts straight in the future.
Tom Hennessy
Promotion :Manager
A5564
Editor:
As former members of the
Spartan Daily advertising staff,
we would like to comment on
the Thrust and Parry letter of
Nov. 19. We agree that the percentage of advertising to editorial space is unusually high in

the Spartan Daily. We realized
this last year when we approached the Student Council to
appropriate a larger share of
the student fund for the Spartan
Daily. But instead of raising our
budget, the Student Council cut
the Daily appropriation.
Consequently, your protests
should be directed to the Student Council. We think a great
many students would be interested in knowing why the Student Council cut the Daily
budget for seemingly more important appropriations such as
blazers, coffee hours, and Student Council retreats.
Jim Williamson
A1720
Chuck Gould
A15314

Article in ’The Rule’
Receives Comment

Editor:
"Education or Castration?"
this is the title of a short, not
too witty, little article published recently in The Rule
magazine by Gene LeRose. Mr.
LeRose feels that the gigantic
More Comments
1140 unit) technical curriculd
required by that little known
On Travel Feature
Editor:
building on the east side of
Seventh Street is so stringent
About the article on "Vaga-..
that he cannot obtain a liberal ..bond Kings" in your Nov. 13 iseducation.
sue, I have just one comment.
Mr. LeRose currently is taking
Mr. Welk has been all over the
Philosophy 57, Logic, a course
world but certainly not to NEW
YORKthe west side of it in
which might more accurately
particular, with his reference to
be called "Mathematics for the
INDIA. World’s Fair is a tempoGeneral Education Requirement
in Philosophy." What about a
rary thing but west side is permanent, should have looked that
philosophy of personal values
course, Mr. LeRose, or a course
too.
Anil A. Desal
in social problems? Are these
(Bombay, India)
off-bounds because they are upper division, because engineers
may not predominate, because
they are not generally considered as "easy" as Logic?
I agree that many and perhaps most of the requirements
of the Engineering Division are
outmoded, obsolete, and unrealistic, but let’s be hcnest. That
liberal education is there if you
want itif you are aware of its
availability. No one expects you
to be graduated with 140 units
in four years. Those who do so
Pick Up and Delivery Service

COLLEGE DRY
CLEANERS
*LAUNDRY SERVICE
*ALTERATIONS

gear um% being electronically
aligned is the electron probe.
This shoots electrons into the
test piece, causing the emission
of X-rays. These pass through
a crystal spectograph, which
break the rays into lines, allowing the analyst to determine
the chemical content of the material, as in an alloyed metal.
Why is there a need for this
expensive, "exotic" equipment?
The answer can be seen in the
common wonders of modern
science, such as the plastic bodied sports cars, or the by-products of rocket nose-cone research, known as "Corning
Ware," oven ware or the transistor, said Donnelly’.
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seldom become more than sliderule experts.
Let’s continue to criticize the
engineering curricula; we all
know it needs it -but let’s be
authentic enough to realize that
the four-year, 140 unit program
is a big joke (perhaps a morbid
one) to anyone who wants an
education. Play their 140-unit
game, say to hell with the theoretical four-year time limit,
and wander over to the west side
of Seventh Street.
When technicians become
aware of things that may be
more important than an obsession with technology, they cease
being technicians. That’s why
you find people with degrees in
physics acquiring degrees in
philosophy; it’s also why some
rare engineers go to law and
med schools.
Sit in on a real non-technical
course sometime, Mr. LeRose.
It may be quite an experience.
General Education requirements
and 140-unit programs are a
minimumthe rest is up to you.
Joe Andrade
A1932
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The Match Box

Only 27 shopping days left until Christmas.
But many Spartan coeds have received an early Christina,
gift, a fraternity pin.
PINNINGS
Sue Wagner, Sigma Kappa, junior business major from Olinda,
to Jerry Todd, Alpha Tau Omega, graduate student in English
from Ojai.
Sherrie Howell, junior home economics major from San Jose
to Steve Barragar, Alpha Tau Omega, senior education major from
Palos Verdes.
Shelly Gragg, sophomore education major at Sacramento Staii..
to Don Adams, Pi Kappa Alpha, senior industrial management major
from Red Bluff.
Marcia Lease, Alpha Chi Omega, sophomore social science major from Sacramento to Bill Jensen, Sigma Chi, senior business and
industrial management major from Burlingame.
Sheyla Maddams, Alpha Phi, junior secretarial major from
Los Gatos to Dallas Hall, Alpha Tau Omega, senior business major
from Menlo Park.
WEDDING
Margie Richardson, Sigma
Kappa, graduate in education
from Santa Monica was married Oct. 24 to John Kolfsehoten,
III, Theta Chi, senior.

Faculty Women
Usher In Holidays
With Tea, Dinner
WED. EVE., NOV. 25
at 8:30, San lose Civic Aud.
$4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $2.50

WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE
at Sherman Clsy
89 S. 1st, San lose

Jaheiv(’
We now have ...
Gold lipstick

2.50

Gilded finger tips

1.50

Tenth & Santa Clara
00

cpeciai trittPaction
Featuring Your Favorite

TOI) STARS
& RECORDING
ARTISTS
on Stereo & Monaural
records. All records
available at 12%
student discounts.

SPARTAN NIVSIC CO
436 E. William
(CORNER OF TENTH & WILLIAM)

EA/g/AlaTHZ11111;;I:

-

men’s

PANTS
CLEANED & PRESSED

55c

ea.

ra five

Golden West
Cleaners
25 S. 3rd

San Jose

CV 2 1052
(Specials good thru entire week)

GOODWILL
COSTUME SHOP
Open Tues. thru Sat. 10 ’til 5
217-4509
44 N. Market St.
61111111111111Elle.--

kJ/grill

Ii y a cheque jour au Cafeteria un groupe d’etudiants qui
s’isolent du rest de la societe.
La seule condition qu’on exiged’eloc n’a rien a faire avec
des problemes de race ou de religion. La distinction est cell de
la langue: on dolt parler francaise.
Tous les jours, de 11hta a
les etudiants se reunissent autour dune table du Cafeteria.
Ainsi, la musique de la belle
langue francaise charrne leur
modeste dejeuner. Si un beotien
avait l’ides de les observer, il
se trouverait perdue au milieu
des conjugations irregulieres, des
elisions et des inflections du
francais.
Parmi ceux qui sont assis it y
a des etudiants qui, pour telle
ou tette raison, ont cu une education francaise: d’autres qui
n’ont giere quo quelques mots
du francais viennem s’y perfecont eu
tionner; d’autres

New Staff Position
Given Librarian
As a Promotion
Mrs. Mildred B. Nelson, former
head of the education division of
the library, was promoted recently to Librarian IV, and is
now the circulation services librarian. Mrs. Nelson has been a
member of the library staff
since 1959. She served as head
of the reference division before
transferring to the education division in 1962.
The new position Mrs. Nelson
holds puts her in charge of circulation and includes personnel,
the reserve bookroom, student
assistants, and publicity. She will
also conduct tours through the
library. Tours are given for all
students at the beginning of
each semester and also for special departments on request of
a teacher. About 58 tours have
been given since the beginning
of the semester, and said Mrs.
Nelson, "Even if one or two students can find something after a
tour, the whole thing was worth
while."
Mrs. Nelson stressed that students shouldn’t be afraid to ask
the librarians questions. The
staff of 130 is there to serve the
students. Mrs. Nelson remarked,
"It never falls, on graduation
week at least one senior comes
In the library and says It is his
first time and he wished he had
discovered the library sooner."

286 So.

Photo by Jon Lewis
HELPING HANDSMembers of Circle K and
AWS lend helping hands in an effort to pack
and distribute the $135 and the trailer load of
canned goods collected in their co-sponsored
Thanksgiving Community Service Drive among

all living centers. Pictured above are (left to
right): Bill Barton, Mel Gonsalves, Dave Fichtner,
Jim Salo, Linda McClure, Linda Zieger, Larry
McCune and Bill Sanders.

Deck the hall with boughs of
holly, ’tis the season to be jolly.
’Tis also the season of Thanksgiving and Christmas charity.
Several campus organizations
have completed drives to aid
county -wide charities.
Living centers participating in
the AWS-Circle K Thanksgiving
Community Drive donated $135
and a trailer load of canned
goods to the Salvation Army.
Chairman Linda Zieger termed
the drive a -tremendous success."
Kappa Alpha Theta will win a
gold plaque for contributing the
largest effort- -$27 and 135 cans

pleusieurs :Inners de francais
dans l’enseignement secondaire
et d’autres enfin sont "Francais
de Francais."
Ce projet West pas neuf. On
la tente les annees passees mais
sans grand succes. Void quo de
nouveau une etudiante la remit
sur le lapis aucours dune reet
union du cercle francais
retie annee la Table francais
West revoke "O.K."
Do you speak French?
Every day a group of students
segregates itself from the rest
of society at a table in the Spartan Cafeteria.
The requirements to join the
group are not based on race, or
religion. The only criteria is language: the students must speak
French.
Daily, from 11:30 to 1:30i’ lia.,
students gather arousal a cafeteria tattle and eat their lunehes
to the musical accompaniment
the the French language. The
idle observer is lost in the midst
of conjugated verbs, elisions, and
varied accents.
Those who are seated at the
table include students of diverse
French language backgrounds.
Some students, after only a few
months of study, attend on the
basis that practice makes perfect. Others have taken several
years in high school or college,
and still others are native
Frenchmen.
The idea is not new and has
been tried in previous years with
out success. A coed raised the
Idea again during a French Club
meeting and this year the French
table has turned out ties Wen.
Parlez-vous Francais?

lit Si.
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Sporlwear
Evening wear

Campus Groups Follow Adage
’Better To Give Than Receive’

Parlez Vous Francais?
Some Dot All the Way

TENTH ST. PILUIMACY

I.

The Women’s Faculty Club
will hold a Thanksgiving tea
tomorrow from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in
Rooms A and B of Spartan Cafeteria. Hostesses include Dr.
Marie Carr, chairman, Mrs. Mildred Winters, Dr. Ruth McKenzie and Mrs. Adrienne Reeves.
The group will hold a dinner
at 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. 4 at the
Berry Farm Restaurant, 2825 El
Camino Real in Santa Clara. A
6:30 social hour precedes the
dinner. On the committee are
Dr. Helen Clark, chairman, Dr.
Janice Carkin, Dr. Mary Bowman and Mrs. Helen Stevens,
who is taking $3.50 dinner reservations in the Nursing Department.
The choice of entree includes
roast beef, fried chicken and
prawns.

I WAS DRESSED

of food. Placing second was The
Hi House, a 15-man living center.
In another drive, the brothers
of Lambda Chi Alpha helped the
handicapped by unloading trucks
at the Goodwill Industries on
Boy Scout "Good Turn Day."
Twelve Lambda Chi’s joined
other volunteer workers from 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The Boy Scouts
collected bags of still-usables
from county residents, the fraternity men loaded and unloaded
the bags at collection points, the
California Trucking Association
donated trucks, and Teamster
members volunteered to drive.
Participating Lambda Chi’s included Gary Vannatter, Mils
West, Dave Della -Maggiore, Bois
NValker, Ward Album, Don McInnis, Hill James, Tom Thorp,
Bob Westervelt, Gerald Brown,
Jack Shall and Rudy Giskin.
Goodwill Industries depends on
nathe wesirable-mpairable
_

Daytime (mations
All of popular
college prices

tions of Santa Clara County residents to provide handicapped
men and women In its program
with wages while learning job
001,
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TOURS
HOWARD
ORIGinet Summtll Surat TOult To
HAWAII
S6 DAYS, only $549, plus $9 tax
Earn sir university credrts while enjoying
the summer In beautiful Hawaii with the
the
hationally popular Howard tour
program III which you ’live in" and enjoy
the
Hawaii, not just see the islands
tour in which you personally partocipato
living, not lust
in the very best of island
hear about it. Includes it roundtrip horn
Calrfornie, residence. and many runners,
parties, shows, cruises. sightseemg, beach
activities. and Nautili events, plus Other
tour services.

APPLY

Mrs. Margaret Erickson
360 E. Reed St.
San Jose, California
Tcle 292-7303

HOWARD TOURS

5.15

MAD ;

ABOUT MADRAS!

The magical ingredient in this
hooded parka raincoat, is Madras! Made for
juniors who like fashions to express
their individual mood. Styled with
zipper front in a bleeding multi -plaid. S-ML, $12.
k

’,II, .1’,

Guitar Lessons
Folk Music
I argest selection of
guitars In town.
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

oviageJ

2.50 each
ordPrs on ten or more
$1.50 each

Gridders Splash to Win Over Fresno
By DAVE PAYNE
Daily Sport. Editor
San Jose State scored 19 quick
points then held on to defeat the
visiting Fresno State Bulldogs, 2614, before a rain soaked Homecoming crowd et Spartan Stadium
Saturday night.
It was a miserable evening.
Shortly before gametime, precipitation unexpectedly appeared, followed by a short span of hail. Off
and mostly on for the rest of the
evening, SJS and FSC rooters had
to put up with the rain, fog and
cold.
There were 15.214 spectators
at the game’s beginning. By the
last period, ..... re than half the

RODGERS
FLOWER
SHOP
Creek Blvd.
ALpine 34537

17210 Stevens

ATTENTION Decorating cornrnit
tans

get OUR bid

OA

fresh

Aritt4 TIME

mums and carnations.

AIRLINES

$10 per 100

Call 286-1862
A

SCHEDULED AIRLINE

Having Car Trouble?
H

are specializing in any car repair and in a
complete line of Shell Products

Carl Brown Shell Station
& Bill Boone Automotive
CORNER SO. 11111 STREET & SANTA
PHONE 295-9920

CLARA

THIS AD GOOD FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP
AMAAMNAMAANSIK

NM.

4M1,4

crowd had departed for warmer
places.
The rain didn’t help matters by
shorting out the clock in the second quarter.
Theer was no doubt that the
weather slowed down both clubs’
offensive attacks. The teams hung
onto the ball remarkably well,
there being only six fumbles-three each.. SJS lost all, FSC two.
Herb Engle was the Spartans’
star and workhorse. Ile carried
the ball 16 times for 77 yards
and scored two touchdowns front
21 and 3 yards.
Quarterback Ken Berry had a
hard time hanging onto the ball
while attempting passes. He completed three of 11 for 32 yards and

had three intercepted.
Jim Long and Levi Owens,
brother of SJS halfback John
Owens, were the Bulldog workhorses. The two bucks carried the
ball 30 times out of 46 ESC rushing plays.
Charlie Ilarraway made the
nicest run of the night sin a 45yard jaunt that helped set up
the Spartans’ third touchdown.
.1. Owens tsent 20 yards on the
next play to the FSC I. Hamraway carried the ball over on the
following down.
SJS took the opening kickoff
and drove 75 yards In nine plays
for the first score. It looked as
though the Spartans were going
to sweep the visitors right out of

the stadium. Berry made an Important 15-yard run on a keeper to
help the drive.
Engel capped off the march with
a 21 -yard run through a large
hole. Paterson’s PAT attempt was
wide.
Dennis Parker fumbled a short
time later that gave FSC the ball
on SJS’ 27. Quarterback Ron Melton moved the Bulldogs down to
the 15 before being dropped for
a 10-yard loss back to the 25.

Rodriguez found Doyle Keith
for successive 15-yard pass completions to move Dom the FSC 45
to the SJS 25. After Rodriguez
was dropped for a 12-yard loss by
guard Rich Watts, tailback Harry
Miller took a handoff and threw
a completed pass to Walt Yar
[’rough for 34 yards to the 1. ,
Miller went over two plays later.
Keith converted.
FsThe7.hehalftime score read SJS 19,

Melton elected to try a little
razzle-dazzle on the next play
xxith what appeared to be a half
puss, half pitchout. The play
baekfired when defensive end
Bill Peterson intercepted the ball
and rambled 70 yards for S.If4’
second t .hdown. The Spartan,’ attempt for a Two-point
conversion was foiled.

SUS drove from Its own 30 to
the FSC 23 midway in the third
quarter before having its march
halted. Paterson. who was two
for two In field goals this year,
tried a boot from the 30 and
missed.

The Spartans scored their third
TD on an 89-yard drive in seven
plays. Harraway’s and Owens’ runs
of 45 and 20 yards, respectively,
and a Berry 26-yard run were key
contributors.
Harraway’s one-yard dive for
the TD came at 2:19 of the first
quarter. Paterson converted.
It wasn’t hard to tell FSC was
sending a new quarterback into
the game for its next series of
downs. Everyone on the field was
Ni.mday, Nov. 23, 1964 covered with mud, from head to
foot, except Steve Rodriguez. The
new QB took FSC from its own
31 to the SJS 20 before Jerry Bonetto intercepted one of his passes.
The two teams went up and
down the rain soaked field for
most of the second period before
FSC put together a 55-yard scoring drive late in the half.
Mumby has urged all freshmen
with high school wrestling experience, especially those who weigh
atleast 165, to try out for the
freshman team.
If we had the intramural champions on the team," said Mumby,
"we would be champions."
The Spartababes will acquire at
least one member of the freshman
Phi Sigma Kappa No. 1 shutout
football team, Richard Popejoy.
Popejoy, who will wrestle In the its No. 2 team 12-0 Friday to win
191 lb. division, starred in football the All-College football championand wrestling at Cupertino High ship at Spartan Stadium.
It was the third straight crown
School. He is rated one of the best
heavyweight freshman wrestlers in for the Phi Sigs and enabled them
to retire the intramural perpetual
California.
trophy.

sports
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Spartan Wrestlers
Sponsor Triangular
The freshman wrestling team, in
its second match of the sea.son, entertains Modesto Junior College
and Diablo Valley College today at
4 p.m. in the San Jose State wrestling room.
The Spartans who won their
matches in a 27-11 loss to Foothill
Junior College last week were
Vaughn Imada, 115 lbs.; Walt
Armijo, 137 lbs.; and Kris Anderson, 147 lbs.
"John Walbrink, Mike Rodolico,
and Steve Murphy also showed potential," said Spartan coach Hugh
Mumby.

You
should hear
how you
can shape
your future
in the
Bell System!

Your prospects for earning a
top management job are excellent. Our management jobs are
filled from withinit’s policy.
And those who move up are
those who can quickly evaluate
competition, make sound
decisions, and are fully accountable for their responsibilities.
We’d like to talk with you
about career futures we can
offer. Sign up now at your
Placement Office. The Bell Systemwhere people find solutions to exciting problems
matches benefits, salaries and
working conditions of other
companies. The Bell System
companies are equal opportunity employers.

BELL SYSTEM
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies

We work

in

space ...

and under the sea ...

ti4s;
and over the land ...
to provide the world’s
finest communications

FSC took over and fumbled on
the second play. Steve Arnold recovered for the Spartans on the
Fresno 19. It took SJS eight plays
to score its final points of the
night when Engel went over from
three yards out. Paterson converted.
The Spartans gave FSC its final
touchdown in the fourth quarter
when Engel fumbled to the Bulldogs on the SJS seven-yard line.
Long went for six and one for
the touchdown. Keith converted.
Defense took over on both sides
for the rest of the evening. Safetyman Doug Bockus intercepted a
pass in the fourth and electrified
the crowd with his broken field
running. It was nullified by a personal foul penalty against the
Spartans.
FSC drove down to the Spartan three-yard line late in the final
quarter, but couldn’t find a scoring combination.

Standard Portable Electric
At little as 200 per day

Modern Office
Machine Company
124 F. San Frnando
293 5283
(Nest door to Cal took Store)

4,
RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 mos. $18
USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN

"-’114feei-4
IUSINeSS MACHINES
AND OFFICE. EQUIPMENT

170 South Second
V.

GARELLI 98 CC
4 SPEED

29995
Mission Motor Scooters
609 Bird Avenue

Phi Sig No. 1 Tramples
JAZZ
No. 2 Team for Title

SJS Runners
Topple Alumni
On Home Field
With each day, Bell System
communications become more
important to homes, businesses
and defense.
You can get in on the beginning of a new era of communications. Your skills and talents
can easily be matched to a
forward -looking job assignment.

RENT

TYPEWRITERS

The Spartan cross-country team,
sparked by senior Tom Tulle an!
sophomore Dave Lower, easily defeated the alumni and the University of Pacific in an informal meet
held at the Spartan course Friday.
The San Jose State freshman
team was led by George Weed.
Weed’s time of 20:50 bettered his
previous best time on the course
by almost one minute. Danny
Murphy is the only runner in Spartan cross-country history to have
bettered Weed’s time as a freshman.
Coach Mery Smith was especially pleased with the performance of Dave Lower. "Dave is the
hardest worker on the team," said
Smith, and it was gratifying to
observe his improvement.
"Howard Thew, however, apparently has improved even more than
Dave. Thew is running much more
aggressively than he ever has in
the past, and will be tremendous
help in the West Coast championships at Stanford Saturday.
Thew ran one of the best races
of his career despite falling twice,
and being forced to stop because
his shoelace was undone.
Weed, who ran his best race of
the season, will compete in a two
mile postal race Dec. 5. There, he
will face Stanford’s No. 1 freshman, Alex Whittle, the only person to beat him this year.
"Saturday," said Smith, "our
team will try to do the impossible.
We will attempt to beat several of
the best teams in the U.S. without
the one person greatly responsible
for our national championships the
past two years, Danny Murphy."
Murphy, picked by the majority
of the cross-country coaches as top
man in the U.S. this year, has been
bothered by recurrent ulcer trouble
throughout his career.
The Spartans t hus face the
greatest obstacle they have encountered in three years of national championship competition.
Joe Neff has been bothered by a
sore knee and Phil Darnall has
been inactive during the last
three weeks because of the flu.

Is Coming

Quarterback Ken Ehlers passed
to Dick McMillan for a 35-yard
touchdown, then hit Daryl Sattui
for another score good for 40
yards.
Ehlers and company racked up
an 11-0-1 record in fraternity
league play, with only a tie against
Sigma Chi marring an otherwise
perfect log.
The No. 2 team downed ATO
No. 2 in the playoffs for the independent crown.
Phi Sig No. 1 players responsible
tor the championship were: Terry
Klaus, Rick Buschini, Jeff Kerry,
McMillan, Rich Welch, Joe Moffit,
Sattui, Lee Heinbigner, Ed Carey,
Ehlers, and Al Sequeira.

to the
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AIRLINE CAREER!
Excellent Opportunities.
Positions Now Available.

Spartan Poloist’s
Second in Nation

0
0
The Spartan water poloists, in 0
their final competition of the sea- I IS
son, placed second in the State
College Water Polo Tournament k
at San Francisco State last weekend, and were proclaimed the sec- I
ond best team in the U.S.
Long Beach State defeated San
Jose State 9-4 in the national
championship game. The Spartans
’had previously defeated San Diego
State 20-0, and Los Angeles State, 1
Spartans Frank Barnes, Gary
Read, and Jack Liking were named
to the All -Tournament first team. I t,
Captain Bill Parker made the sec- ,
ond team.

Pilot Training
Plus
College Training
Can be your key to
SUCCESS

PACIFIC AIR
ACADEMY
295-4212
Municipal Airport, San Jose

Approved by
Federal Aviation Agency
Cal. Dept. of Education
_e
Ii

Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
Rossi Eastern Beef ..
1.40
Virginia liaked Hain
1.10
Koplin’ Style Corned
1.40
.......
Ro tsaT ..... Turkey
1.10
Chicago Style Pastrami
1.10
1.35
Boast Turkey leg
COMBINATION PLATES
Any 2 meats $1.65
Any 3 meats $1.90
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .25
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
or Macaroni. Bread and Butter
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
CT 5-2626
Located in the Saint Claire Hotel
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St. Louis NCAA Clash

PORTA-CYCLE
Ideal for all Spartan cyclists.
You can fold it down to 27"
square and can be put into
your closet or even into the
trunk of your sports car. Take
it with you on your week -end
outings: Picnics, beach trips,
or vacation spots.
NOW AVAILABLE
For high speed touring, the
Ports -cycle with three gears.
$89.50

PAUL’S CYCLES

San Jose State’s soccer team
faces the toughest match in history Saturday when Julie Menendez’ warriors tackle St. Louis University’s defending NCAA champion Billikens.
The Spartans, winners of the
Far West regional over Air Force
Academy, 5-3, Thursday night at
Spartan Stadium, enplane for St.
Louis Friday for the quarterfinal
match.
Winner of that match will advance to the semi-finals at
Brown l*niversity, Providence,
RI, Dec. S.
Air Force coach Carmen Annillo
said Menendez’ team played as perfect a game as he’d seen in a long
time Thursday night. "San Jose
was twice the team tonight that it
was earlier this year when we
tied," added the discouraged, but
certainly not disgusted cadet coach
after San Jose’s win.
The Billikens dropped the Falcons 4-2 in a match earlier this
year for the only means of comparing the two quarterfinal opponents.
Menendez, as usual, did not
make any rash predictions after
, the win. He commended everyone

*’dente 1PU9 CO.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE. CALIF.

_-_-_-_

Booters Battle Bills Saturday

THIS IN 30 SEC.!

1435 The Alameda
Phone: 293-9766
San Jose
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FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

CLIP IN SAVE
TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
1FREE GALLON GAS-1
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas

2nd & East William
in San Jose &

555 West Santa Clara
in Santa Clara
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for their fine play and declined to
predict the outcome of Saturday’s
titanic.
W’inning the Far West championship and the league title this
year capped 11 king years lif rebuilding and hard work for Menendez and his teams. The balding Spartan coach’s team came
close to winning the regional
snatch last year, but suffered a
disheartening 2-1 loss to league
champs [’SF.
The Spartans put out a fine
team effort in downing the Air
Force. Five hundred chilled fans
watched the fired -up hooters pile
up an early 4-0 lead, then coast to
victory over the Falcons.
Co-Captains Efiok Akpan and Al

bfientgief;
With

Coke
Bottled under the authority ol the Coi.o Cu[s Cumpahy
Coca Cola Bottling Company of San lose. San Jose, Calilornia

Master
JEWELERS

fr

The New look in design
at Santa Clara County’s
most fashionable jewelry stores.
ATTENTION
C
a
FRATERNITY

MUGS

Dave

22 oz. white
or black
ceramic. Full I
color crest
$3.50 to
$6.50

Payne
Daily Sports Editor
Niihsa.16

Spartan Soccer Team
Lacks School Support

II

2

PADDLES

BOB BONDS IN FINALSan Jose State grid star, Bob "Mr.
Everything" Bonds will join other seniors in his final in a Spartan
uniform next Saturday against San Diego State.

Mahogany, maple,
Natural or Walnut
finishes. Greek
letters recessed

SJS Frosh Top USF
In 1964 Football Final

Its St. Louis anti the NCAA semi-finals next Saturday for the
San Jose State soccer team.
And they’re deserving of this feat.
The Spartans hustled and outfought the Air Force Academy
Thursday night for the right to represent the West against St. Louis
Coach John Webb’s frosh footUniversity.
If San &OW should win that one, then it’s Providence, R.I., at ball team ended a winning season
Brown University, for the four team NCAA finals the following Thursday with a 35-22 rout of
UOP’s visiting yearlings.
weekend.
The Spartababe defense didn’t
The only bad thing about last Thursday’s game was spectator allow a touchdown until the final
seven minutes of the game, when
support.
It was a cold night, granted. But the weather didn’t keep about reserves dominated the lineup, to
400 students from going out to Spartan Stadium and rooting the end Webb’s first season as head
coach successfully.
booters on to victory.
San Jose’s record was 4-3. The
There was no band, no organized yell leaders (except for one
Spartans also recorded wins
yell leader who led a cheer following SJS’ third goal), and a very
over Cal Poly, Fresno State,
poor attendance from a student body of 20,000.
This issue is water under the bridge now, since the soccer team San Francisco State, while losing to Stanford’s Papooses, Uniwill not make any more home appearances this year.
But it might not be a bad idea for the Rally Committee to set up versity of California and Santa
Clara.
a victory rally for the campus soccer team.
Halfback J. D. Johnson, 165After all, these guys will be carrying the Gold and White colors
of SJS back to St. Louis, and possibly, with a win over the latter pound speedster from Berkeley,
was the whole story in Thursday’s
school, back to Providence.
Hard working SJS soccer coach Julie Menendez is in his 11th win. He tallied three touchdowns
to spark the Spartababes to a 28-0
year as head mentor.
He also coached the boxing team for seven years, before the halftime lead over the hapless
Tigers.
sport was abolished here four years ago.
Johnson caught a screen pass
Julie takes his wins calmly.
He’s not over optimistic about beating anyone, yet he has com- from quarterback Bob Toledo and
ran 70 yards for a score in the first
plete confidence in SJS to beat any team it plays.
Sophomore Steve Locci, 5,15 left fullback who halls from San quarter. Minutes later he took a
double-reverse handoff and rambled
Jose, was one of the fans’ big favorite In the Air Force game.
A defenseman, Steve was all over the field harrassing the visiting 65 yards to paydirt.
Toledo, having a fine day at
team’s offense. At one time, when SJS goalie Hercules Mihcelis was
pulled out of position, Locci was in from the nets to stop a sure the Spartan controls, rifled another pass to Johnson in the
USAF score.
One can tell Steve gets pure delight out of kicking the round second period good for 20 yards
ball. The visiting players have to beware of the stocky defensive man, and another San Jose score.
End Paul Hailing gathered in a
because if the ball is near, he’s going to kick it, no matter what the
Toledo pass and raced for a 25
consequences.
yard touchdown to give the SparSoccer is a growing sport in the United States. There are now
over 200 college and university teams in the NCAA.
8,15 belongs to one of the toughest leagues in the far west
the Northern California Intercollegiate Soccer Conference. Other
teams are USK Stamford, Cal. and San Francisco State.
St. Louis is last year’s NCAA champion. It is undefeated this year
with one tie, an early season 1-1 game with Michigan State.
The United States is one of the few countries in the world that
doesn’t have soccer as a national sport.
I had the opportunity to Sec Italy play Russia in the semifinals of the Europe Cup Finals in Rome last year. I obtained tickets
from a scalper (Romans don’t miss a trick).
There were 110,000 people in the Rome Olympic Stadium, home
of the 1960 Olympics. They take their sport seriously.
The Russians won the best of three playoff from Italy. Russia
won a riot invested game two weeks before, in Moscow, and tied
the Italians, 1-1, in Rome.
One would think Italy would get one more chance to win, thus
tying the semi-final playoff. Such wasn’t the case; The writer
never did find out why.
Athens and Cairo have beautiful s6ccer stadiums. Other countries
have anything from weather beaten stadiums to plain soccer fields.
But, as I found out in the many countries I visited, the sport
is here to stay.

\\ I ()IS
Studies piling up?
Pause. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola with a lively lift
and never too sweet, refreshes best.

Korbus proved why they are being
pushed for All-American honor,
when each scored two goals. Lou
Fraser added the fifth San Jose
score to give the Spartans their
ninth win of the year against three
losses and two ties.
Fullback Steve Locci did an outstanding defensive job in the victory. He kicked Falcon errant
passes away from the goal time
and again. Once he kicked what
looked like a sure Air Force goal
away after goalie Hercules Mihelis
left the cage.
Menendez will return with his
booters to his home town not as
visitor, but as a man intent on
wresting the NCAA crown away
from the local heroes.

$1.25 to $15.00

A

Come in and see our
complete line of
FRATERNITY-SORORITY
JEWELRY
TERMS GLADLY

tans a 28-0 halftime lead.
Reserves played much of the
final half. Spartababe quarterback
Jim Webster rolled out for a 10
yard TD and the final score in the
third quarter.
UOP scored all its points In the
final quarter on three quick touchdowns.
Webb singled out Johnson, Toledo and middle linebacker Dick
Dixon for their fine play. Dixon
made 16 tackles and iti expected
to help the varsity out tremendously next year.

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

TREPXEc89
LUBRICATION
I REWARD!
$10 REWARD IF WE MISS
A FACTORY INSTALLED GREASE FITTING
Tire Repairs

Battery

Brake Adjustment 98c

Charge

Save on Oil Filters!

Tire Rotation 35c per wheel
Fully Guaranteed Recaps $7.48

tss4IT’sr

Ex!hia:nkg.

PURITAN OIL CO., 6th & Keyes

When Jerry West
goes fishing...

Avail

NEW BEAUTY
ON CAMPUS?

I hea(she’s a hot "nUmber. She’s.
aircooled and workt. in four cycleis=.
But what a looker --- telescopic
front forks and a ;winging rear
arm sus’pension! However, you will

’Chap Stick’ goes along!

have a hard time catching her.
She travels at 60

mph

at. only 180

"Whether it’s the fishing or basketball season, I
always carry ’Chap Stick’," says the L.A. Lakers’
star. "During the winter, I leave a heated gym and
go into the cold night air. That’s when my lips

mpg. If you would like to have a
date with her every nits, see its
immediately!

HOUSE OF
HONDA

3489 El Camino
PALO ALTO
327.4215

A favorite
in Canada.

used to get sore. And out fishing under the
summer sun, they dried outeven cracked. But
now, summer or winter, ’Chap Stick’ does the job
soothes my lips and helps heal them fast!"
rvs

The lip balm selected
for use by the
U.S. Olympic Team.

DON’T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH ’CHAP STICK’
Tv, (Dite4 potot

lees. COM, 40,.;.14%, Us.

Monday, Nov. 21. 19M
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Math Prof
Ifiews ’Games’

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
wHoi
thsTuun

Dr.

I I I (

George

professor

1425 W. San

Iii 9 P.M.

Carlos

121

JOHN F. KENNEDY MEMORIAL GRAVECreated by architect Jam C. Watnede arid
approved by Mrs. John F. Kennedy, this is the
model of the memorial grave to be constructed

Profs Collaborate
On ’Pollution’ Paper
Whose
"Our. Polluted Water
Problem? What Solution?" an
article on the poisoning of San
Francisco Ray NS ate -s. cree, linen
by De Franklin .1. Agardy.
Enassociate professor cif
gineering and liroderick P. 1111Skell Jr., SJS assistant professor
of Civil Engineering, has been
published In the Western City
magazine for October.
The research piece offers solutions for the control of the 80
or more waste dischargers in the
Bay Area which are causing death
to wildlife and fish.
Prof. Haskell and Dr. Agardy
present two major premises in
their article. First, they bring out
that the water of the bay belongs
Is) all and must serve
needs. Sevirtal, the ’volution problem is alms brought about by everyone. especially the trait .r waste
disposers, push :is indesiry and
communit les.
The solution to the problem "can
only come from enlightened, collective thought and action by all."
Such action includes the treatment plant being jointly run
by San Jose and the surrounding
communities. This results in a better plant anei lower costs than
if each city barrelled the problem

2 BD. RM. APT. $140. Inquire at 545 So
lth St.. Apt. 8.
MUST SELL ! ! !
TWO ROOMMATES - $35 mo. New
9
.
8.293.9320. apt. 726 S. 10th, No, 7. 286-0596,
’58 AUSTIN HEALY $450. Good cond. NEED GIRL ROOMIE now to share apt.
Thurs.. Fri. nfter near campus. New & spacious. 295.6183.
.
6
I 790.
2 bedroom
P/B, R/H. MARRIED COUPLES only.
’57 FORD FAIRLANE.
unfurnished. Well to wall carpets, drapes.
1.5183.
All elec. kitchen. $105. 293-0883 or 297.
1962 AUSTIN 850. 40 ’no,. Parks easily. 6705. 444 Page St.
P. Excellent
SGL. RMS. for quiet adult male students.
$5.00 a week. 705 So. 5th.
r 63 HONDA 50
Isles I
5986. HI HOUSE CONTRACT - for sale.
Spring semester. Dick 293.9599.
’58 PLYMOUTH .
k
264 CONTRACT FOR SALE. Rm. & bd. Call
794 6794. Ask for Phil Basile.
MALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrni.
apt .2 otlmrs. 342 S. 11th. 794 6171.
FOR tall 131
NEED 1 GIRL ROOMIE! New Unapt...
I
$37.50 Ism. 794-7922.
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 00 for $29. Apt.
295 0946.
MALE ROOMMATE - 2 bd. rm. opl .
NEW SPORTSCAR luqqa je rank. Bolts 342 S. 11th. No. 4. $33.75 mu., plus
uraales. 286-3785.
Co 293-9554.
VIOLIN
0r,c1 acc. 2 es. strings. Good COTTAGE - 1 bd. rm., 2 blks. O col.
Inure. Furnished. $115 per month. CY
C,
i
736-4601. Laurie.
9344 or 269-9149.
- Hexd Standards. 73-. Good
"SKIS
C- and poles. $60. 378.9570.
LOST AND FOUND 141
T.V. 21" CONSOLE. Good working conLOST: Fre in on Archery field. Rech.
- $35 or best offer. 245-4879.
ward. Please phr.ne 295 5397.
PEUGEOT 8 -speed racing bk.. Excellent
cond. Original cost $150. Will sell for
PER5ONAL5 171
$50. 295 0761 after 6.
Must rennquish PAMPHLET on YOGA. "The Human
HELP, NEED BUCKS
sr. $125 new. Best Organism" - how to gaia complete
GIBSC-J
mastery of mind & ernotic.e. Condensed
oiler
5n20 HOCIL
Prom College Lectures. 25c a copy. At
Robert’s. Wright’s & San Jose Book.
HELP WANTED 14/
WANT TO BUY 1963.64 Spartan Ye,
2 PART TIME COEDS - Cos. hrs. Ed. book. Call evenings, 252 1169_
Jour’.. & Adv. mai,r pref. Union. offi,e
Tomoitilow:
SERVICES 111
Salary. 293 441.17 int. I 5 p tn.
- --U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selec; C- IS
SALESMAN, 9.
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
tion Team: all except premaxlical,
,.
IKnI,UCTIC)N’.,
Bailey. 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
pre-dental, pre-veterinary and theTYPING - All kinds, reasonable. Pick. ological tnajors for
commissions in
294.3772,
9
a.m..6
p.m
deliver.
up
and
HOUSING 151
the U.S. Marine Corps as Second
TYPING, all kinds. IBM Electric. Work
Lieutenants - citizenship required.
"THE MECCA" - Men’s Approved guaranteed. Jo Vine. 378-8577.
FM(’ Corporation: account
Housing. Clean large rooms. Excellent TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
food. Close to SJS. 292-7635.
Electric. 243.6313
nreehanieal and industrial engineerFOR RENT. Men only. 1 bedroom apts. EXCELLENT TYPING in my home. 252- ing, industrial technology and busi5.,..eiLle for 2 or 3. 686 So. 8th St. or 5793.
ness majors for positions in design,
roll 793-8864.
TYPIST - Experienced, dependable. manufacturing, sales research and
FURNISHED APARTMENTS for rent. Reasonable rates. Phone 294-1313,
administ rat ion
- cit izenship reOne 8 Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St. EXPERT TYPING SERYICE--Esperienced
quired.
NEW GLAZEN WOOD HOTEL
sec-retire., Call 292-8481.
Shell Company: 13.g, and MS, in
Rates frorn $3 50 per night. $16.50 per EXCELLENT TYPING - All errors cur.
ehemistry and in civil, mechanical,
Week. Cs.rnm..Mly It hen 8 dining area.
ree ted. Reasonable. 286-5944.
electrical and chemical engineering
Color T.V. in lobby. Free heir dryer.
Elm trir blanket... All outside rooms with
for a wide variety of positions
Ti pleas es ad:
radio. Ground floor rooms. 189 S. 3rd
citizenship required.
Call at Classified Adv.
St. 293-9929.
Upjohn C
puny: business, biolJ206. M -W -F 9:30-11:30 A 12:30-3:38
2
$8950. t.}opt. A F K. ww
ogy and science majors with interT.Th 11:00-3:30
2 hildren OK,
ests in pharmaceutical sales -citiSend In handy order blank
, 5758 Vie’) Monte.
- Endowed cash or shoal
zenship required, military preWOMEN’S APPR APT. Killion Hall.
Phone 294-6414, Eat. 246$
ferred anti males only.
791.4912
64 HONDA .

Job Interviews

at Arlington Cernetery in Washington at a
cost of $2 million. The gravesite will be domMated by the eternal flame lighted by the

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:
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CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines One time Three times Rye times
One time SOcsIin. De a Nes 20c s line

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

Marine Corps To Exhibit
New Officer Selection Form
The Marine Corps is offering a
new form of officer selection.
These varied forms of qualifying
for tarienissicitis vs ill he outlined
for itilere,ted students todaythrough Wednesday from 10 a.m.:i p.m. in the outer quad.
Both aviation and line officer
programs will be explained. Training for qualified freshmen, sophomores and juniors is conducted
under the PLC, or Platoon Leaders Class.
Unlike the ROTC programs, the
Marine Corps programs do not
require military classes or drills
during the school year. Training
is conducted during the summer
at two six-week instruction periods.
Cencluding the PLC or tier PLC
lAviation) program leads to a
ecisirmission and ;eh :tweet training as either an aviation or a field
officer when the bachelor’s degree
has been earned.
Al- , offered by the Marine

CIA Sponsors
Education Seminar

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each additional line

Print your ad here:
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Flats - Wedgies
We r-eve your size

He is the author of five papers
one of which is to be published
in "Deltion," the official journal
of the Hellenic Mathematical Association.

AAAAA I., B
12
$9 95 fo
$14 95

Two Appointed
To Fill Vacancies

The newspapers today pick up shocking news from around the
world and blast it across the nation in bold type. Violence, murder, V.
crime, vandalism, revolution, war (hot and cold), and scandal .., these V.
are this subjects which we read about daily. This constant barrage of V.
bad news can be most disconcerting and unnerving. In fact, many people V.
live in real fear of crime, violence, and devastating war. But it is possible 31
to dwell in the midst of all this chaos end confusion without becoming E
disturbed and upset. The greatest source of good news, the Bible says: V.
"Ho that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shell abide under 3
the shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the Lord. He is my refuge and V.
my fortress: my God; in Him will I trust ... Thou shalt not be afraid 4
731
for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; nor for the 31
pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth V.
at noonday. A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy V.
right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee ... because thou hest made 31
the Lord which is my refuge, even the most High, thy habitation." (Psalm
91).
The Bible also tells us of God’s great lore for mankind and the 31
Gospel (Good Newt) of Jesus Christ. "Moreover brethren, I declare unto ===,you the gospel ... how that Christ died for our sins according to Scrip. 31
ture; And that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day V.
according to the Scriptures; And that He was seen of Cooke’, then of V.
the twelve; After that, He was seen of above five hundred brethren at ’4-7’
once." (I Cor. 15:1, 3.6).
V.
Pick up your newspaper today and pick out all the items containing or
bad news. You will find plenty of them. Then pick up the Bible and begin 31
to read the Good News from God. God’s Word is very realistic and V.
recognizes the presence of evil and its source. But most important of II, 31
it assures those who have entrusted their lines to the Lord Jesus Christ V.
that they need have no fear of evil or trouble. "Yea, though I walk V.
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil; for thou V.
art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me. Thou prepares} a
fable before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my
head with oil: my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all the days of my life; and 1 will dwell in the house of the
Lord forever." (Psalm 234.6).

Contemporary Christians on Campos
Sox 11791 Palo Alto

30

ANTONIO C07-5090
Down,ww Ssn bye

I. SAN

Pershing Rifles, honorary military
society. After graduation he plans
to make an Army career In the
armor field.

Tau Beta Pi

Two new appointments to the

Patrick Pizzo, materials science
vacancies in the Office of Inter- major, and president of Tau Beta
national Relations and Students Pi chapter of SJS, national engineering honor society, recently atAffairs were announced recently.
tended Tau Beta Pi’s national con’rhomas McGrath, former dean
vention in Chicago.
of :Malteds al California PolySJS is the only California state
es-link’ college, will serve as as- college among the 117 undergrads...kite dean of institutional rela- uate chapters located at America’s
thins and student affairs.
leading engineering colleges and
Robert 0. Bess, former associate universities.
dean of students, admissions and
records at Sonoma State College,
has been appointed to the Associate II position.
Both will officially join the shaft
The Social Work Club will sponJan. 1, 1965.
sor a speech by two members of

Social Work Club
To Sponsor Lecture

Newman elub, 7:30 p.m., Newmum
79 S. Fifth St., last
of leeture series. Father James
Mara, Si.. will speak on "Vatican
II laid You."

Library hours will be changed
during the Thanksgiving holidays.
Holiday hours will be: Wednesday,
all departments closed at 5:30
Christian Seienee Organization,
p.m.; Thursday, entire library
closed; Friday, library open from 730 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Alpha El a Rho (international
le a.m. to 5 p.m.
Regular hours return Saturday aviation fraternity), 7:30 p.m.,
E117.
and Sunilay.

.1.1t.list n ail% I.H1Inanst.

charge accounts
open Mors. ’tit 9

Row

Spartaguide

Library Schedules
Hours for Holidays

Drill Performance
Earns Cadet Title

Harry Nagareda, freshman biological science major from Gilroy.
Corps is the Officer Candidate was recently named the Army
Cuurse and the Aviation Officer ROTC Cadet of the Month for
Candidate C’eurse for senior stu- October.
dents College graduates may apNagareda, a catlet/sgt. in the
pi) for a etatimiseitio tinder either cadet corps, is a member of the
tire cCe: or the ACc r, "gram.
drill team, anti the
Army

Teacher education developments
in California and the nation will be
discussed in a seminar sponsored
by SJS College Teachers AssociaE132. Ski
sld Club, 7:30
tion (CT/kr 5-9 tonight in ED100
trip 10 Heavenly Valley will be
and cafeteria rooms A and B.
discussed.
Dr. Alden Vanderpool, CTA conBalkan Club, g p.m., WG154
sultant (tem Los Angeles, will ad- Kole, Party.
dress the opening session in 1.3)100
Student Mathematics Society, 3
at 5.
p.m.. ED21I. Dr. G. Roussas will
Dinner and the evening session speak on -Optimal Strategies of
will be held in moms A and li of Sent(’ CLOMPS Of Chance.
the cafeteria at 7, with Dr. David
Darland, associate secretary of the TOMORROW:
AWN,
p.m., College Union,
National Commission on Teacher
and Professional Stand- AWS lounge, open meeting. Roger
ards (NI. S. the principal speaker. IttsIzen, director of the College
Union Committee, will direct a
question anti answer period concerning Ore College Union.

Bad News

or

Hi -heels -Mid-heels

President’s widow.

:-11311111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111g

Send to; Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

Bgautiful
Shoes for
I

He earned his MA. from the
University of Athens. Greece, and
studied at the University of California, Berkeley, In 1960 under the
rponsorship of the Greek government. Dr. Roussas earned his
Ph.D. at Berkeley this year.

ROOMMATE NEEDED - Girl tor on
,yed apt Near ,ampus. 442 Sc. Stli.
1. 294.6724

ith & REED-3 rm. apt. Unturn. St-ice.
II.. dryer. $75. 625 S. 11111 St
I
’-470484.
USED CARS. $99 and up. FREEMAN’S
t,,
USEU CARS. 345 E. Julian (bet. 7th 8 MARRIED COUPLES-Furn. apt. $92I
r
wash/derv. Nr. SJS. 545 S.
8th) 795 0465.
r all 292.3745.
Ped. Ev-e-Ifs:of
’se M. G.
MARRIED COUPLES - I & 2 bed,
ti,
I- 298-0203 cjite, 4
s
Pool. patio, laundry
’64 YAMAHA s rn Scrambler. l
V.
,LCI. pd. Coy. piing.,
,
;et, 755 So. 8th St.
age. Frier . 4.TOSPherf). $75 frls).
WANT FALCON - 60 or ’61 in good 2280._
; ;iv. party. 366 6805.
h. Excel. cond. Must 2 BD. HOUSE for rent, water & garbage
’61 SR 3
. ,}J,tion. 296-8872 after 5 paid. Room for 3 boys. 293-4659. 156 E.
Reed.
1960 VESPA Grand Sport - Excellent
;
U P 3 Norville. Room ROOM S BOARD for men students--a
’lip and o jump from Speech Beilding.
/ r4 2927.
’’
Eicellent meals seven days a week, Plu;ne
,-T
’55 1-0/20
795-2170.

To buy. sell, rent, or
anything,
announce
just till out and clip
51,5 handy order
blank.

10th & Sento Okra

CV 2-0462

The SJS Student Mathematical
Society is sponsoring the talk.

MODERN BACHELOR APARTMENT
417 So. (oh St, SAD.

AutoiAcrrive

Flowers
end
Corsages
for all
OCCOSILMS

"Optimal Strategies for Some
Games of Chance" is the topic of
the speech. The talk has been subtitled "How to Gamble If You
Must."

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
I

will

be held in ED211.
Street

Flower
Shop

assistant

scheduled for 115, the speech will

CYpress 8-1212

ANNOUNCIMINT$

Roussas,

mut hernatici.

speak today at 3 p.m. Originally

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday -Thursday -Friday

of

Bakmas

the Synanon Foundation for drug
addict rehabilitation tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in CH164. They will
speak on different aspects of the
Foundation’s work.

Open Tonife ’Til 9

Stewardesses
fascinating
Fly
to
cities, border to border, coast to coast and
to HAWAII - and be
paid for it, too.
New starting salary 5375 pi.,
month for the first 70 hour,
flown.
Up to $4 per hour premium
pay between 70 and IS hours
per month.
Liberal expanse allowances.
Receive WA weeks free training at our brand new Stew
dollen Training Center in Chi tags.

Adventure and excitement can
be yours if you are 20 to 75
years old, a high school gradual., personable, single, 5’2"
to SI" with your weight proportionate to your height.
Positions ’,allot:do for our
Maintenance Base
S.F. Airport
830 a in. -12,30 pm.. Mon Fr.
vqual OPP01,0111y
plover

UMW

JUDD HAS IT! .

.. in downtown San

Jose

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!
in perfect fitting,
comfortable
ANSKINS.;

TIGHTS
and

LEOTARDS

Spartan Christian Fellowship- Women’s arid
In .-r-%’a 1,4 ty, 9 p.m., 1144. Film: CHILDREN’S SIZE
"Commission, CommitUrbana
menl and Confliel," plus speaker for big girls and
Jim Berney.
little girls,
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m. -7 p.m.,
knit of finest
Cafeteria A.
quality stretch
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m., CH
nylon
164, speaker from the Synanon
Foundation, the drug rehabilitation
LEOTARDS organization in San Francisco,
SCOOP NECKS
GAMMA DELTA, 7 p.m., LutherROUND NECKS
an Student Center, 374 S. Third St.
TURTLE NECKS
1VRA Basketball, 7 p.m., PER
V NECKS
101.

:17
WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP
STAMPS

Student Economies Association,
TIGHTS 2:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m., C11162, ecoTHEATRICAL MESH
nomics laboratory.
TIGHTS. ALSO WITH
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., A105.
COMFORT SOLE
Circle K, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria A,
SHEER TIGHTS, WITH
open to all prospective members
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
and guests.
BALLET TIGHTS
Young Republicans, 8 p.m., E132.
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES

Math Discussed

Allen C. Friebel, assistant professor of elementary education
recently spoke at the 13rookview
School Home and School Club,
Saratoga. I lie topic was "Elementary School Mal hemat ics: New
Content and New Methods of
Teaching."
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